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About This Game

A musical adventure where you use singing to save the world! Play as a silly bard who embarks on a globe-trotting journey to
learn about the mysterious Earthsong, said to be able to prevent the universe’s imminent end. Along the way there’s a huge cast

of characters to meet, puzzles to solve and songs to sing!

In Wandersong you're a walking musical instrument, and you use song to interact with everything. Different things respond to
your music in different ways, so it's up to you to sing your songs, unlock the world's secrets and make new friends!

FEATURES

10-12 hours of adventure!

Use singing to interact with the world!

150+ characters to meet and discover!

150+ characters to annoy with your singing!

The DANCE BUTTON... dance anytime, anywhere!

Whimsy!
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Fully accessible to color-blind and deaf players!
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i love this game. This is the mostly likely game to be my favourite game of 2019. The story is emotional and deep if you
enjoyed undertale or band in school you will love this game. I first heard about Wandersong at PAX, where I fell in love with
the quirky humor and obscene bright character. When it was finally released two years later, I couldn't wait to undertake this
non-traditional hero RPG, singing my way to friendship and victory. Okay, I get it. That's not the kind of protagonist you think
of when I say, "anti-hero", but just go with it.

The character development is excellent -- the bard really is a human, with a full gamut of emotions. In addition to lighthearted
banter, the dialogue has profound introspection on a range of topics (meaning, existentialism, depression, fitting in, etc.).

SINGING. Okay, I loved the singing and the way the developers incorporated it into every level. In one of the final acts in
particular (having to do with light, you'll know it when you see it), I was. blown. away. by how amazing the puzzles were. Each
new level had a new feature I've simply never seen before in a game. Ultimate in creativity, originality, and fun.
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